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Are You Looking for an Industry Expert or a Functional Expert?
Every search is a journey, where it starts and stops can be two very different places. In my experience, most
clients start a search looking for someone out of a direct competitor. Sometimes, this may be necessary to fill
a hole in the organization. But, is that the best solution for the organization long-term? The first questions to
ask yourself: What are you trying to gain with this hire? And, where do you see this position in two years? Are
you looking to gain knowledge in a specific market or take your function to the next level? These can be two
very different talent pools.
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Signs you may be searching for an Industry Expert:
• Are you creating a function from scratch? Do you need someone who knows your
customers and can get your organization off the ground?
• Are you entering a new market? Do you need to find experts to steer this new
business?
Signs you may be searching for a Functional Expert:
• Are you the market leader in your space? Do you need someone to take your sales
or marketing or organization to the next level?
• Do you need someone who can build processes? This could be developing a stage
gate process for new product development or maybe a sales expert to shift the
organization to a solutions-based sales model.

The next time you are ready to hire, take a moment to determine what your organization truly needs and
what talent pool would be the best place to find them. Make sure to consider the long-term view of the
functional organization. I love recruiting for the Sales & Marketing functions, the functional expertise is
often transferable. The ability to bring in a fresh perspective may be the key to taking you to the next level.

Recently Completed Searches
SVP Marketing, Healthcare – East Coast
Sales Reps—MI, TN

Expertise: Sara Kosmer
Sara Kosmer is the Practice Area Director for Sales & Marketing at PinPoint Solutions. She started her
career in Recruiting nearly 10 years ago. After a year or two in Contingency, Sara moved to our retained
division, Westport Intl, and founded our company’s internal research department. Sara spent several years
managing the department and sourcing candidates for executive level openings across the organization.
Today, Sara has moved back to PinPoint Solutions, bringing with her a search approach to contingency.
Sara holds her bachelors degree from the University of Dayton.
Connect with Sara on LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/sarakosmer

